On possible simplifications in the theoretical description of gas phase atomic cluster dissociation.
In this work, we investigate the possibility of describing gas phase atomic cluster dissociation by means of variational transition state theory (vTST) in the microcanonical ensemble. A particular emphasis is placed on benchmarking the accuracy of vTST in predicting the dissociation rate and kinetic energy release of a fragmentation event as a function of the cluster size and internal energy. The results for three Lennard-Jones clusters (LJ(n), n=8,14,19) indicate that variational transition state theory is capable of providing results of accuracy comparable to molecular dynamics simulations at a reduced computational cost. Possible simplifications of the master equation formalism used to model a dissociation cascade are also suggested starting from molecular dynamics results. In particular, it is found that the dissociation rate is only weakly dependent on the cluster total angular momentum J for the three cluster sizes considered. This would allow one to partially neglect the J-dependency of the kinetic coefficients, leading to a substantial decrease in the computational effort needed for the complete description of the cascade process. The impact of this investigation on the modeling of the nucleation process is discussed.